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The literatute on secondary flow studies is 
discussed. Using wall sirnilarity relations a computer 
program is developed to calculate the magnitudes of the 
sec9ndary veiocity components in the re6ion near the 
'wall of an eccentric annulus. From these results a 
secondary veioci"ty flow pattern is su6g~sted. rrhe axial 
vorticity equation i'or an eccentric annulus is. derived 
and. written in a finite difference form. A method of 
solution of this equation f~r turbulent flow is described, 
and the solution for laminar flow is obtained. A des-
cription is ~~Ven of the measurements necessary for a 
com9lete solution of the Havier-Sto.rces equations in tne 
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1.1 INTRODUCTION 
Most of the re~earctr on secondary currents haa 
been directed, in the past, .towards flow along square 
corners,. i.e. rectangular due-ts. However, due to the 
lack of symmetry in eccentric .annuli, ti1ere is a def-
inite possibility that secondary flows may also exist 
in that type of annular ;eometry. 
Th~ work which this report describes ia concerned 
with attempting to predict the magnitude and direction 
of these secondary currents in an eccentric annulus, 
and hence, in any geometry. Being entirely theoretical, 
all studies were done on a digital computer. irograms 
were written in -Fortran II and were run on a GE-225 
digital computer at Lehigh University. Before this 
work is describe~, a brief discussion of the literature 
on secondary flows will be ;iven. 
-1-
1-2. HISTORICAL REVIEW 
The possibility of secondary current~ existing in 
fully developed turbulent flow through str_aight ducts 
was first s1:1ggest ed by Prandtl ( 1) -11- around 1926.. Through 
measuiements of main flow velocities in non~ciicular 
ducts made by Prandtl and similar studies by Nikuradse (2), 
Prandtl formulated an c1ypothesis incorporating the idea 
of secondary flows existing in the ducts. 
The studies made by Nikuradse and Prandtl were carried 
out using water as the flowing fluid with ducts having 
cross-sections that were triangular (equilat~ral, isoceles, 
and scalene)·, trapezoidal, and circular, where the circular 
ducts had either one or two large grooves in them. By 
measuring the water velocity with a pitot tube, velocity 
profiles across the ducts were obtained. The prbfiles 
found by Nikuradse are snown in :B1igure l. .As can be seen 
from these fie;;ures, the isotachs ( lines- of constant 
velocity) extend deep into the corners. Also notB, on the 
isoceles triangle, as well. as the scalene trian~le and 
trap~zoid, the isotachs are not everywhere parallel to 
the sides ·of the duct, but instead are indented toward 
the center of the duct about midway along the sides. 
These distorted isota.chs led Pra.ndtl to suggest the 
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existence of secondary flows in non-circular ducts. 
Prandtl hypothesized that in.ducts conta1ning 
angles, secondary flows move from the middle oft.he 
wall to the angle bisector uf the corner an.e,le, carrying 
away from tt1e wall low momentum fluid.- At t{1e ant:'.;le bi-
sector tnis stream unites with a simil~r stream from the 
adjacent wall, and the comuined st.c.earns flow along the 
angle bi.sector into tne corner, tl1e .s·trear;1s nuw carrJin[, 
hit:h mom en turn flu id into tl1e ~ orner. At t:1e corner, the 
stream splits in two aml flows out ctlor1(~ ·~h8 walls which 
make u;;i the corner. 1.rhe secondctry s uTe2.rnlines which 
?randtl. proposed for the ccoss~sections studied are 
sho,,.m in Figur~ 2. 
Fee1ins ttrnt seconda.ry flows 8Xist because turuulent 
mixint; motions are s t:i;on..;er tan0en.t to isotachs trw,n 
norwal to them (i.e. w'/v'>l), .2randtl su 0 c,ested tnat 
·not only is the ratio of turbulent fluctuations ~reater 
than unity, but it is also pro_portionc:l to the curvature 
of the isotac·hs. Attempting ~o strengthen th:i. s theor.y, 
Gessner and Jones (3) made hot-wire measurements of 
turbulent 1·1ow alone; a corner. Using a ilv" probe and an 
11 X11 probe, they not only obtained the expected distorted 
isotach pattern, bui in adaition, ~easured w' and v' 
throughout the fiow field. These measurements substan-
J tiated Prandtl's theory that the w'-v' ratio is greater 
.j 
than unity along isotachs. However, Gessner and Jones 
-3-
also found that although the ratio of turbulent inten-
sities was proportional to is_otach curvature in the. 
vicinity uf the bisector .of the corner angle., tnis 
relation did not hold throu~hout as Prandtl had su~~ested. 
A qualitative demonstration of the existen~e of 
secondary flows was r;i ven oy- l'liLuradse ( 4), who inJ ected. 
a milky substance into his flow system aad w~s a0le to 
observe the secondarJ motion of tne fluid. Usint air 
as the fluid and cigarette smoke as a tracer, HoaGland (5) l. 
also was able to obs~rve the s)iral seconuary motion in 
squat~ and rectan~ulu~ dticts. 
·[ .Although few studies :12.ve been J.irected towards 
. 
~ 
secondary" flows, many researchers. ·doin~ l!lain flow studies 
l1ave noticed the efft;cts of secondary cu.:.Tents. in his 
13tudies of turbulent flow in rljcta11...:;ulu . .r tiuc~s, Leutheusser 
(6) obtained i11ciented i sot2.chs. dnil e studyint:i t;..r Dul en t 
flow trttouGh triangular due Gs, Cremers and Eckert (7) 
fo~nd evidence of secondary flows, but only at heynolds 
numbers above 27.,000, thus, indicatint; tuat secondary 
currents may exist only for well-developed turbulent flow. 
~ckert and Irvine (8) also obtained the same result. 
It is believed that there have ~een onlv two ~ 
instances in which second~~ry flows have actualiy been 
measured, botn of which were in square or rectangular 
ducts. Hoagland (5) used measurements from a single-wire 
hot-wire anemometer coupled with pitot tube measurements, 
-·4-
r )f. : . 
tii....L I 
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~.-.....:-~ ........... 
' h 
to determine the secondary velocity distribution. 
Brundrett (9) used a similar hot-wire t~ measure flow 
directions as well as all the components of the Reynolds 
stress tensor. In.both instarices second~ry currents 
were found to b~ about 1 to 2 per cent of main flow 
velocity. Bi'undrett was able to saow that Heynolds 
number had little effect on ~ne second~ry flow pattern, 
although at nit;her Reynolds numbers the flows tended to 
penetrate deeper into the .corners. This last phetiomena 
Has also substantirl.t'.ed b_y Leutheusser's (6) wall stress 
data, since t:10 secondary flows tended to smooth the wall 
shear stress distribution as they penetr~ted deeper into 
the. corners. Both Brundrett and Hoa(.}and found secondary 
flow stren8lines which acree with those propused by 
~randtl (see Ficiure 2)~ 
Although the information is lac4ing wnich is needed 
to describe the mechanism by ·which secondE:.ry velocities 
are produced, several methods have been used to develop 
equations for the prediction of the occurrence of secondary 
flows. Howarth (10) used modified vorticity traDsport 
theory to show a cause of secondary flows. Einstein and 
Li (1.1) have used the equations of motion. Townsend (12) 
based his theory on the two dimensional turbulent boundary 
layer with edge effects. Hoagland (5), using Townsend's 
theory, relat~d- the existence of secondary velocities 
to a. wall shear stress gradient.) 
-5-
V 
While attempting to derive equations relating the 
existence of s·econdary flows, many researchers hav~ been 
able to show that secondary flows do not exist in lamin~r 
flow (9,11,13,14). If one consider~ the axial vortic1ty 
~quation (see Appendix A-1) 
(A-1.23) 
it is seen that the terms on t~e left cau~e tne convection 
of the vorticity by t~e secondary flow it~elf, tending 
to make vorticity constant 8..lonc'.' streanliri.es. rhe first 
term on the ri;:)1t represents diffusion of vorticity due 
to visqosi ty, tendinc tc,.. ~ake vortici t:r cunstant throughout 
the duct cross-section.. In laminar flow, tl1ese ore ti'1e 
only terms in the equation. ·rhe terms which lead to 
production"-Qf vorticity ( the 12,st tr1ree terms on t.be Tit;ht) 
are ·not present, and the vorticity will be zero indicating 
no secondary currents. Although this is by no means a 
proof, it does demonstrate that second8TY flo1,rs wo1.1ld 
not be expected in laminar flow. 
Using the method suggested by Hoagl~nd (5) to predict 
the secondary veloci-ties from the wa-11 shear stress 
distribution, the suggested secondo.ry velcici ty distril:m-
tion in an eccentric annulus will be described. In an 
-6;. 
f 
attempt to get a more complete distribution than that 
obtained from the wall stress distribution, the axial 
vorticity eq_uation will be considered, and a metnod 
for solving this equation numerically using a finite 





2. A METH.OD FOR PREDICTING SECCNDARY VELOCITIES A'r A 
SHORT DISTANCE FROH THE ABNULUS WALL 
2-1. Secondary velocit.ies from '!Law of· the Wall" 
relations. In studies of tur.bulent flow,. the Jre":iiction 
of main flow velocities in a· region near a solid surface 
has often been simplified by the. use of "Law of the Wall 11 
relationshi)s. Through studies in round pipe, Laufer (15) 
has shown that this wall si11ilarity concept can also be 
applied to the fluctuating com9onents of the turbulent 
velociti~s. The results of Laufer's study £or the tur-
bulent fluctuat.ions of the secondary velocity com)onents ' 
r-' ,...., 
. 
are shown in Figure 3, whe·re W' and V' are. the RMS values 
of the turbulent fluctuations, and u~J and y-'.l- are defined by 
2-1.1 
2-1.2 
"50 bein;; the wall shear sT~ress and y tue :1erpendicular
 
distance from the solid surface. As can ~e seen from 
Figure 3, the effect of Reynolds number is much ~reater 
on i 1 than on~' and beyond a ,y* value of 15 there are 
r-J 
two curves for W' .- In future calculations the curve 
for the lower Reynolds number wifl be used. 
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~:z:'2.. di'2. 
(A-1.23) 
It is found that the difficulty in solvin~ equation 
A~l.23 arises from th~ need for a simple expression for 
the tenns involving components of· the Reynolds stress 
tensor in terms of the other system variables. The 
last two terins, of course, could. be approximated by 
mixing length theories, but to evaluate the turbulent 
intensity term Laufer' s wall si1dlari ty rels. ti o::is must 
be used. It is si1own in Appendix A-2 that the. term 
involvin6 turbulent intensities can be 1;-rritten i-n terms 


















Since u*" is proportional to the wall shear 
stress, it is 
seen that by evaluating the wall shear stress 
and the 
wall shear stress gradient and reading the 
values of v*, 
w*, and their corres·ponding slopes from :ingure 3, the 
turbulent intensity term can be evaluated. A metaod of 
calculating the wall sh:Jar stress di-stribution for an 
eccentric annulus and thus the rrall shear stress gradient, 
is described in Appendix A-3. 
_.;. 
If some sim9lifications are made in A-1.23, w can 
be found directly. Since tie region beinc considered is 
ver-J near the wall/; ·will be small so that the term 
can i:le neglected. ·Brundrett (9) has shown tiiat in sq_uare 
__c..-




are small compared. to tffe turbulent intensity terms. 
For this reason the last two terms ·1~ equation A-1.23 
are neglected. Since the ax1al vorticity is not expected 
to change much along the wall, the term 
w- d s 
d"l7 
:i.s neglected. It is also assumed that 
d'" s 
dilJ--L 
is the most important viscous term. With these simpli-








It is shown in Appendix A-2 that equation A-2.12 can 
be rewritten .in t~rms of the wall similarity var-iables 




]';i_ (y,r) was evaluated by c;ra1mical intec;rrit;ion of trie 
data of'Figure 3. Tn~ result is )lPtLed in liGure 4, 
alonG wit~ i1oa~land's (5) calculation uf tae saoe 
function. The differences. in the two curves arise from 
errors in readlnc the data, especially the slOIJes, of 
}?ii;ure }. :F'rom the va1n es of F;z ( yir) in Figure 4 and 
the wall shear stress distributions of :i!1ic;ure 6, w can 
be .calculated at any point in the annulus where y,~ is 
less than 50. The value of yi~ = 50 was s~lected, since 
beyond this point it is felt that the wall similarity 
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. ' 
Once w is known, v can be. found from the continuity 
equati'on. The continuity eq_ua tion fo.r incompressible, 
'\ 




If an average value is used for t:·;e z de:ri"J::::tive .of w, 
equation 2-1.6 can be inteerated over the sCTall interval 
a-b to t;ive 
(~--) l'o - - \.\I'. j ~l 'f 
- I', Vf: .o-.. 
2-1.7 
2-1.8 
By ·starting at ttie wall where vo...-=- y = O, and n(?vin.; alonL: 
a perpendicular to the wall nt s:1all increments in they 
direction, thB complete v distribution ·can be calcula~ed 
along that )eroendicular by r11eans of equation 2-1.8., where 
-'-V!.,,_ for each calculation is the vb of the :previous calcu-
lation, ·and -, is the averab(re value for the interval (rw'.) 
o i, ,'\Via 
being considered. 
The combination of equations 2-1.4 and 2-1.8, Figure 
} 4, and the wall stress distributions of Appendix A-3 
-12-
:,f 
'.1J (as plotted in Figure 6) makes 1 t possible to calculate 
1) 
'J l the magnitude and direction of the secondary velocities 
at any point in the eccentric annulus m1ich falls w1 thin 
the region in ·which the wa.11 similarity relations are 
assumed to be ·valid (y·ir<.50). '£his calculation procedure 
.. 
was cairied out by means of a digital computer. 
2-2. -A c.omputer program for calcul2.ting secondar;y 
velocities :\.n th~-- wall sirnil2.ri ty re;;;ion. The program 
to be described is liste~ in Appendix A-5~1. It is 
wr.itten in Fortran II and was run on a GZ-225 di6ital 
co.mputer at Lehigh University. 







Any point in the annulus as shown in Figure 2-2.l can 
be located by the intersection of a line of length r,. 
from point (-a,O) making an angle e:i. with the z-axis 
and a line of length r, .from point (a,O) at an angle 81 
with the z-axis, where a is a constant for the system. 
If two new variables are defined as 
the point Pis located by the intersection of two 
circles, one centered on the ?-axis along whico. S· is 
a constant, the 6ther center~d on the z-axis having 
YL= constant. Note that the core and. snell are constant Y\... 
circ1e·s. ) 
For a given core radius (RC) , sr1ell radius (1tS), and 
eccentricity (E), where Eis defined by 
E = distance bet.ween centers of llfore and shell 
difference in letigt~s of core and snell r.dii 
if we let 
S = RC/RS 2-2.1 
it can be shown that 
cosh(_vts) = ((l+S)/E+(l-S)/E)/2 2-2.2 
~ 
thus determining the value of eta for the shell ( Yl5 ). 
Also, from the relations of hyperbolic functions 
sinh(n~) = ~ cosll( ~.s) - 1 2-2. 3 
To find the value of a (Cl in the program), whe-re a is 
-~ the point on the z-axis through which all s= constant 
:i 
., 




~ circle's radius as obtained from the equation A-4.B(a) 
i 
I 
'i RAD ::: a/ s.inh( 'fl) 
If 2-2.3 is written in terms of the shell, a can be 
cal.cula ted· 
a ::: RS sinh( Yl.s) 
2-2.4(a) 
2-2.4(b) 
Equat-i_on 2-2. 3 written for ·the core, can be used to 
find eta of tne core ( nJ. Prom Y\.c. and Y\.~ the -centers 
of tr1e core and shell can be located by 
center of an Y\.. circle = a coth( V\. ) 2-2. 5 
wlrici:1 is tai.;;en from tl1e eq_u3.ticm for an Y\.= constant d.rcl.e 
(equacion A-4.8(~)). Knowin~ the values of eta for the 
core and shell, eta for c.1e rn2.ximurn velocit/ locus (YLr1) 
canoe found from (16) 
cosh(Y\. 11 ) == 1/XK 
where XK = ~[)(1..,tanh(Y\.c. ))(l+tanh('<'\5 )) 
+ J (l+tanh(V1.~)) (1-tanh(ns).)] 
2-2 .• 6 
and ·che radius ani cen t:er 0f the ruaxi111u1: ve:;.oc_ity locus 
can be found from equations 2-2.4 and 2-2.5. 
Knowing the radii and centers of tern core, Stlell, 
and waximum velocity locus, -cne uall St1ear stress ,us-
tri but ion is calculated in exactly tern manner described 
in Appendix A-3, using N divisions in angle e. 
~t each location I, where I is the index o:f the 
increments along the core (or shell), u* is calculated 
f;rom 
~l 













GRAD = TAU(I+1) - TAU(I~l~ · 
ARC LENGTH , 
2-2,8 
At every location I, moving along a )eTpendicular .to 
the wall at small increments of y, y{f is found· ·at each 
1Joint from 
2-2.9 
The points in they direction are ~ndexed by tne letter 
J. Usinl the cialbulated values of Y*, linear interpo~ 
la tion of the data of liL;ure 4 i.s used to find l:;i_ ( y-ir) 
at each point. The points between which interJolation 
was done, were se Ja-::-a ted by a unit lencth of the y~~.-axis. 
The secondary velocity is now'found from 
2-2.10 
Once the 9omplete w distribution is ruund rur the re~ion 
c onsider·ed, tr1e entire re 0 i un i:~ s)'l"e ut a 0 ain to calculate 
-
v from equaGion 2-1.8 in the form 
+ [w(-.:i:+1,_J)- w(r-1_,·J)J · 
= V i o, - ---- . ~ "t A RC-y . 2-2.11 
where I, as be.fore, 'indexes the 9oiL1ts alon0 the wc:.11 and 
J is the index perpendicular to the wall. The lencth of 
the incr.ement in the perpendicular direction is 1:J.y, and 
ARCJ is the arc len5th of a circle passing through the 











from I,J to the wall is part of a radius of this circl.e. 
VTOT is the velocity of the previous point (Le. I,J-1). 
The plus sign re;fers to c2clculaLions aloni::; the core, and 
the minus si~n refers to the snell. 
From 2-2.10 and 2~2.11, the velocity distributions 
alonL the entire car~ and shell walls were c&lculated. 
2-3. Results. In Fit:;urcs 6A and 6B, the w2ll si1ear 
stress distributions for t~e core R~d shell at various 
ecc en trici ti es 2.re i.Jlo c te~. The r1eca ti ve of w, the· 
veloclty iJf,.rallel to trie wo.11, is . lo~,J_ed in }'i_::;ures 
7A and 7B, v, the velocity i)er1iendicul2.r to the wall, in 
Vi~ures 3A and BB. The velocitie~ plott8d are those 
at a distance of 4Xl0-
3 feet from trie wall. This distance 
was selected sL1ce it is about r1alf-wuy uetw~~n the wall 
gnd the maximum value uf J that was us~d. The eccentricity 
value of 0.688, a core radius 9f 1.0 inch (outside), and~ 
sliell radius of L 5:5 incL1es ( insiue) were selected to 
correspond to oti·wr studies bein::; )ro)osed. In .l!11 0ures 
7, 8, and 9 the curves for an eccentricity of o.~8u are 
;.Jlotced as bro1-::en line·s, because the resul t:3 ·,(ere obtained 
from calculations usin~ theta incre1r;_ents of one de:;ree 
(N = 180). The other curves were c2·1culated usin[~ theta 
increments of five degrees (N=)6). It is found that the 





, .. ..,,, .. ,,··"·''···. ·:,r . .,.'1,·;,,.,1. 
an N of 180 are negligible. 
In the program described in 2-2, there is, in 
essence, no fixed coordinate system, but rather, a 
. coordinate s,:rstem whose origin moves along tr1e core 
(or shell) wall as each nf.)w value of I is selected. 





y-axis is per9endiculat to it. In order that a ri~ht-
iianded coordin&te systew is maint2.h:ed, t~~e ~)Osi tive 
:,-axis always ]:)oints in the; directicn of the ceuters of 
the CJ re aild s'.iell; the )osi ti ve z-axis ,loin ts t ~,wards 
ta.e narrow 2:a'.1 of the an.::.ulus. 1'Lierefore, it is irm;1ed-
iately seen from JT'igure 7, since w is r~luc. .rs ne 6c.tive, 
ti1a·t the i'low is out o:t' tLc nar: ow t.;::.:_.; alo~1; botn the 
core o..nd- shell .~.:alls. 
In Eigure 7, tne maxi1.1uia vah~es of w a))ea.r to 
0 
occur at theta ap;roximately equal 70. In a JQuare 
duct tiis maximum would be 8Xpected to ~ccur much closer 
to tne corner. The reason ior t~is iifler~nce between 
the square duct and the amj_ulus is o-bvious if Fi ·ure 6 . 0 
I 
igA considered. If the wall sheL.r s.;;ress distribution 
of a square duct wete superimp-0sed on either 6A or 6B, 
' 
~ 
where e == 0° corresponds to the half-length of the· duct 
and 8::::. 180° the corner, it would be se2n t:1at the· max-
imum stress occurs at e = 0° 
' 
while the stress at e = 180° 










the annulus the gradient of the stress dis.tribution 
would be zero at e = 0° and a"&-=- lc\0°; the maxir.qum 
. . 
0 
gradient o_ccurs at approximately 90. Since from 2-2.10 
it is seen that w is dependent on the wall stress grad-
-
ient, the change in location of tr1e maximum value of w 
relative to the par.c·ow gap of the annulus (or corner of 
the square duct) is wnat is expected, since it corre$-
_tJonds to the chan5e in location of the L'.:2:ximum wall she2r 
stress ;radient. Note that equation 2-2.10 becomes 
indeterminate at e = 100° for an eccentricity of 1.0 • 
... 
From .Figure 7 :i. t a'.j\")ears tuat, w coes to zero 2.. t e :c. 0° 
al'ld e =- 180°. This is necessary in order that t'r1erc will 
be no flow acr·oss the lines of s~rinrnetrJ at e = 0° and e = 180°. 
It should be noted that incrcasin~ th~ etceatricity, 
increases· the rnaxi11u11 value of w, bu-c du es not radically 
effect tne location of tais maxihlura value, nor cnan6e w 
from zero at e = 0° and e = 100° • 1i.lso note tuat as· tb,e 
eccentricity GO~s to zero, the secondary velocities 
disappear, w,1·ich 10.ust be ti1e case, since i'or c0ncentric 
a~nuli vie wall shec1.r stress gr,;.dient soes to zero and 
' 
the .annulus· has, ln eff'ect, an infinite number of lines 
of symmetry. 
From Figµre 8 it is seen that v change·s from a 





~-for.the core and from positive to negative for the shell. 
'. I 
tFor ihe core, this indicates that in the wide gap flow 
'", 
,, 
;along the line of symmetry is from the core wall towards 
the center of tile ;;a-p, while in the narro1-l gb.} tne flow 
is towards the cor.e wal~. In the vicinity of the shell 
th~ flows are in the 09posite directions as those in the 
corresponding Jarts of the core. Therefore, a flow 
pattern ·is q_uickly seen. Fluid flows aloi1t; the core 
and shell 1;alls D.'11ay from the narrow ;a:). At the uide 
gap, both .of these fluid s·~rearns flo~:- irn·rard alonz..; the 
\ 
line of symmetry combinL1g someuhere in ti1e inner portion 
of the annular space. T-o satisfy continuity thi.s combined 
stream must flow back through the central portion of the 
an11ulus to the narrow §ap, where it splits and flows out 
J 
along the line of symmetry. Thus, the nar:ccyr ~a;:, al though
 
havi.ng neither a wall stress of zero nor the maximum wall 
str1.::ss gradient, is still tending to ta}rn on the charac-
tefistics of a borrter. The line which separates the two 
cells of secondary velocities in flow along a corner is 
the angle bisector cf the corner. Jor this reason, it 
is suggested tna t the liue· se~?ara ting the two sec·cmcl2.ry 
velocity cells in the annulus is the maximum v~locity 
locus, which is somewhat lilte an angle bisector of the 
.~ narrow gap. The pro.posed secondary-velocity streamlines 
' (¥ 
•',' 
are shown in Figure ·10. 
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' 
In order to determine the change of the actual 
imagnitµde of the secondary velocity vector, the data 
·of ~1 igures 7 and G were used in the form 
\sec. vel.\ = J w"' + v" 2-3.1 
and the result was )lotted in }·i~u·re 9. A comj_)arison 
of Figures 7 ·and 9 quickly shows the ')lots t'o be ah:1ost 
identical. This is to be ex2ected iince ihe v2lues af 
~ e~e lar~er thani by a factor of about 100. This 
.corr·esr)onds well uith ·the flssurn_;tion Gade earlier ttiat 
.. 
v was small. 'rhe areas. in which 1!1i 0ures 7 and 9 differ, 
although not apparent directly from the fi~ures, are the 
two ends, e =- 0° and e = 180°. Whereas, }'i~~:ure 7 tends 
to go to zero at both ends, :i!'igure 9 levels off at 8 = 0 
0 
and e = 180° due ·to the influence of -che v term. 
The manner in which v and w vary alone a ).er;iendi-
.cular for various. values. of e and vari-0us ecceniricities 
can be seen from the values of '£able I which a:ce selected. 
outputs from the com·:.mter program. ;rhe distance from the 
wall is y, and Y* is ,:riven by equation 2-2.9. (.) 
It should be noted that no value of ~{{~~ is 2::ceater 
than 50, since it was felt that be'yond a :r7~ of ·50 the < 
wall similarity relations ·were no longer valid·. Obviously 
:this li~itation makes it irnJossible to calculate tue 
'~· ij 
-' secondary velo'ci ty distri-bution t\1roughout the enti:re 
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A method for ob~aining this complete distri-
:1 
'¥, 
,'( bution by the .numerical solution of the Havier-Stokes 
equations is described in section 3. 
/ 
Summary 
1. The secondary flow Jattetn su~gested for an 
eccentric annulus is a four cell ;attern, the cells 
being- bounded bf the line of symmetry, t'i:1e max"irLum 
velocity locus, and either the core or t,:e. shell wall. 
'fhcse cells cause flow 2.loilG tl1e i::axirtlUl:1 ·,celoci ty locus 
into tt1e na::::-ro·w j.:.~, ,;;here it S:Jlits ancl flows out alont:; 
tl:e 2.nr.1ulus walls, coriioin:"Ln0 a:_;:::.in at t:12 line cA" symr2ttry 
in the wide cap. 
2 •. 'fhe ef.L.c-8. Ct Of 8CC 1"' 01tr-", p·i 1·. r ',"' ··'lJ't· ·t·,·, c·,,,6,1 "P +;-,8 v 1 -- \., -- v ~· .-- iJ :-- . .J V __ c..,,..;., U ...., U -.1. 
sha-.)e of tL1e uv-.:rall flow ~J[;_tter-;1 from ti1e fuur-cell 
type describ~d a~Gve, but urtly t-0 cause sn incf~~se in 
t~1e 11,a/j:1itude of ·G£le sc:cu1ldary veluc:i.·cies LS the eccen-
tricity increases. 
3. ·rn a concentric an1mlus, se:c0ndE'..r? i'lo1-;s ,:ill 
not exist, S 1 •. ·1··1 Ce 7 i,18 "· -S',r ..r:u·~, e "1.,· I'·y u· -; ). . ' ~ ~.. . v_ u. v - _ ...... G.J.J .S,/u uCll1 .lC.iS clis-
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SOLUTION OF 'rHE AXIAL VORTICITY EQUA'rIOH BY ~EANS OF 
3-1. Equations~ The Navier~sto~es equations for 
laminar flow have been solved for vario~s boundary ccindi-
.tions by rewritinG the equations in finite diifere~ce 
form and usin6 an iterative techniq_ue to c btain a num-
erical solution (19). 'rhis same E1eti:o,i ma? be a))lied 
to the axial vorticity equacion for turbulent flow. 
,i 





V is tile co11ponent of velocity in ti1e y-directiun 
- is ~he component of velocity w in the z-directicn 
-J is the lcinernatic visco.si ty 
and terms with .:.irimes are co1,. jiJnents of tr1e H.eynolL5.s 
stress tensor. 'ro avoid confusic.,n replace s. by w , 
where 
-( 
w = S, =. 





'\)'2.. = d' + 
;;i1. 
~'1'2.. <l =e.. "l.. 




If equations 3-1.l are intro~uced into the axial vorticity 
equation tne result is 
3-1.2 
Since .Brundrett ( 9) has shol'fil that for squ8.re ci.uots the 
turbulent shear stress terms involvin3: v 1 w1 are small 
. . . . ( ,~ I' ) 
compared to the turbulent intensity term v - w , 
it will be assumed that tt1is relation also holds .in an 
eccentric annulus. Dro·pping the last two terms on the 
ri0ht, equation 3-1.2 reduces to 
3-1.3 
From the definition of tbe axial vorticity 
w - ~ur= d N" -
- -
= 





ssuming that the distribution of the production of 
'· 
''.i}vort-ici ty term ~ ... 
( I\T",'-_ =·'-) d;~t 
"is know.r.1:, equations 3-1. 3 and 3-1. 4 form a system of 
two equations in two unknowns. With apyropriate 
boundary conditions, the equations can be solved for 
the two unknowns 'f and w throuc)1out tne duct. 













·~· I Assuming that the distribution of the production of 
vorticity teI111 
J ... (- -) 
-- f\r,1. -· ~,1.. 
~"}';)'c 
is known, equations 3-1.3 and 3-1.4 form a sJstem of 
two equa t;i..ons in two unknowns. With ap_µropriate 
boundary conditions, the equa ti ous ca.n be solved for 
the two unknowns L/1 and w throui:)Jout trie duct. 













n 2 11J ::: ·-. I ~Y\..- t-04 ! - + -. -· I )'t (J 2 'V d"2.YJ) 
V 'f 0..,-,_ \ d Y\?- d 1,"2. 
3-1.11 
1
.rhe pro.duction of vorticity term becomes 






<><. -::. ~"I. '- Vv I 1. 
A ::: l~~...,-~1),_ 
B - ~ 5 l ~-i. "'" .U>-Q.. .!, + ~1.." Y\. U><L ! - ·~ .Y\. J 
0 - ~'I\..(~'(\.~ .... '!,.:..~'(\.. r:...o-c,.."l..~. + U>-C.. ~) 
"] == ~"'- ~.~\~'<'\...UY-I..~ - \) 
' \ 1.. ' '" ~ ~ ?.. . I \r· .-E = ~ ·~ /.l.JVv' . ~ - ~ Y\.. U)-£1. ·~ +. ;i,. ~ I'\.. ~ t - I 
." 





The boundary" condi.tions for taese eq_uations are: 
1.. at the lines of symmetry both the stream 
function and the vorticit"y·are zero 
'S ::. 0 I_\J-::. 0 ~ w - 0 ) -
1·-::. )c) f== 0 ~ w -- 0 
2. at ~he solid surfaces the stream function 
is zero-
) 
.'~ '(\.-::.. "(\.SHELL) 
t:y =- 0 
:i 
.·.! 






small and as a first approximation will 
be set equal to .zero 
Y\.. ~ '{\_ .s. HI: LL. ) 
r1o solve equations 3-1.13 and 3-1.14 numerically, they 
must be written in finite difference form. The deriv-
atives can be exprt=;s-sed as (19) 
3-1.15 
Fm~,, n: - )__ F...,,"' + 'i='M-1~ 3-1.16 
. i. (t.,'f\:} 
3-1.17 
where m refers to YL and n refers to ~ , and t>n.. and c, '!. 
are the lengths of the increments in the n. and !. 
directions respectively, 'l!he terms in 3-1.13 in finite 










~ C -~-M~,"_+_1_--~~M~,_n_-_\~= Ji 3-1.22 
3-1.23 
cJ... -\- o( o<'. 
_ ...... _-__ '1_,..,_+,_. _----:-""_-+_~ __ ".-_1 __ -_""_~_.!.\_"_~,_-_""_""_:-,,~"--1 = rr 3-1. 24 
If equations 3-1.18-24 are substituted in 3-1.13 and 





GAM ::: I+II+IIl+IV 
""', V\ 
In the same manner.equation 3-1.14 can be transformed 
into an equation for ~ "', t'\ 
= (L:.n.)2.(C'i ';,)-,_ (·-1 ). [ ~l'Y]+l,>'l +_},;,,-,,~ ~ m I V\ -·- - } l.. 
(l'IY\.i-+- cniY!.. :2.. ·· Ct..Y\. 
+- lj' WI n+ I + t., n - I I , 3-1. 26 




d1stribution), by dividin,; tt1e :J.ill1Ulus :i_ttt,o an n_-I i~rid, 
the values of w and lfl· can be C8.lcu1:.:.ted at each grid 
point. Initially values of w and lf are ai.rnurned at 
every i~rid ,Joint. Then the tn tire c;rid is swe[.>t ·usinc; 
equa Lions 3-1. 25 ancl 3-1. 26 to find ne·,1 value-s of w anµ 
·tji at eacn LJOinL be1'ore ;.irbceediu,~ tu ti1e nex;, ~)<J-int • 
.id.ter swee~)i:ni:; the t_;r·icl 1a0.Hj til11eS, tue '/Or tici tJ and 
s.tream function shoulu tenu Lou constant final solution 
at ever) point. 
If equaLions 3-1.2 (neslectin~ the last t~o terms) 
and 3-1.4 are transformed directly to .i'ini te uifte:rence 
·form, the result is 
w"",r"l ::. (n"j-) ... (n.--2I_ __ I \~ ("'M","+ '",M·'," + wM,-., +_ wM,"·') 
c e:. 1 y + ( (:) z )"I.. .2. -o C (~ 1 ) c~ ~ ) t: · 
. +- ·(~~,0+1· 'Ym,,-,'\f "'M"," - W--1·'-(ip~H~.-- ~m-1,)/w ... ,.,H- w,.,,n-)1 
)._.l':,"'e ;\ J..bj, ; 'J.~1 A '.ll\i. 
+ GA n ~,~] 3-1.27 
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t 
.· .. { 
where 
GA MWI o<W
\-\l"l+I -\- ~Wl+\11-1- o(\'YI-,.\ \'\-'-1-o<.m-l n-1 
'J I ) T / 
, n 
and 




v).~Y + c~::z:) 
+ 3-1.28 
where m refers tn y ~nd n to z. 
'dbile eciua ;:,i ::ms 3-1. 25 and 3-1. 26 are vu.lid for 
an eccentric annulus, eq_ua Lic1ns 3-1. 27 Lnd 3-1. 2u can 
oe used l'or calculations in a sqwi1·e or recta11Gul8.r 
duct·, i'ollowinc t~1e f:;:=:.:!ie ccdculu.tiunal :rocedure as 
in ~ne case of c:1e annulus. 
3-2. Results. Equations 3-1.25 and 3-1.26 with 
the boundary conditions dese:ri bed in section ·3-1 ··were 
use.d in a -cornI)uter }.)rot;ram for findinc; w and ~ by an 
iterative technique. The )ro,::::ram, whtch is 0 iven in. 
Appehdix A-5~2, uses a 20X20 grid formed by iaking 
equal Y\. increments and equal 5 incI'.ements. 
If the equations 3-1.25 and 3-1.26 are valid, then 
·,, 
· ii' they may be used for both turbulent and laminar flow. 
: ~ 
In the limiting case of laminar flow, the tul"bulent 
intensities go to ·z.ero and 
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GAM..., n = 0 
J 
3-2.l 
As a t_est of the equations and of t~e computer program 





and the iterative ·procedure was carried out. The initial 
distribution of w and If' was selected randomly. It was 
found that after a large initial change of values, all 
values tended to zero, corresponding to the fact that 
seconrlary flows do not exist in laminar flow. After 60 
·iterations the signs of w and '1J at each point remained 
unchan~ed. From 60 to 250 iterations, ~here the procedure 
was stopped, the magnitudes of w and i1 at every point 
continually decreased. After 250 it8rations it ap~eared 
that the JroGram would converge to zero, since all values 
of v . ., and iti had decreased in maGnitude by a factor of 10-\ 
However, it is not lcnovm how long it would take to make 
the values decrease, say, by a factor of 10~::i.o since as 
the values decreased in ma~hitude, the rate of de9rease 
alsu became smaller. In any case, the results indicated 
that the program works correctly for lar:1in2.r flow. 
Having shown that the program functions properly 
for lami.nar flow .in which GAM"',.,= 0, 1 t is now necessary 
to evaluate GAM..," for turbulent flow. 
' 
GAM,,.,n for an eccentric annulus is given by 
B ~ +- C ~A_ + D ( ~1.d.. - ~ ... cJ.. \ 
;)YL ~s . aY'\..... .}1°2. / 





where~·, B, C, D, and E are defined in section 3-1. 
In finite difference farm G.AM..,,n is 
GAn 
-- r.2 c,(.,_~1,r,-ol..w,-1,t'I 
. . ""1" \.) 
+ C. . o< M1 M I - o( I"', n - I 
. .:l~! 
GA!:1 "",,, for a soyai'e d-o.ct is 
In fiui ,,e difference form 




As was stated previously, to use an~r ui' tne eq_ua Liens 
3-2.2-5, tne complete v 12 and w'2. distributions must be 
knovm. To obtain these distributions 1.-rith~mt ex)erimental 
measurements requires the use of Laufer 1·s clata ( 15) 
~xtended beyond ·che reg~on of· wall ~imilar:i ty. 
A plot is shown \n Figure 11 of Laufer 1 s correla~ 
tions for w:r fn'd v* for the ent-ire flow region. As can 
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be seen from the figure, v* and wi~ become equal at 
approximately Y* = 1000. This means that yJJ-= 1000 cor-
responds to the point of similarity in the d~ct (i.e. 
the center of the pipe for round DiJe, the angle bisec-
tor fo;r flow along a corner, and ·the 1::axir,num velocity 
locus for an e-ccentric annulus. Usin::_; tclis idea of 
y,r -= 1000 being a point of similarity, y,r was red-efined 
as 
y,-r - L y , • .,. 
3-2.6 
where y is the ;;er~)endicular clisto.ncc f'ror:1 t.ic: solid 
surfo.ce a~d y To, is tne ~1,.fr ;rnnd.i.cular ~-is ~anc;e from tl~e 
solid surfrrce to t'.1e line or :1oint of ~Jmmetry. ·}'or 








·Thus, the distributions of JPlgure 11 are s)read· frum 
the wall to the ~ine of symmetry alons ea.ch ,.Joint of 
the wall, where yir:: O at the wall and yJJ = 1000 at the 
angle bisector. Combining this method with the wall 
stress distribution measured by Hoagland (5) in a 3 inch 
-34-
-;-.. 
square duct, the v w 
, ... distribution can be found. 
The resulting distribution for a square duct is plotted 
'$! {~j f ih Figure 12A along wit~ Brundrett's (9) ex;.rnrimental 
results (rigure 12B). 
Comparing the two f.i;;ures it is .seen tcmt the 
a:.:;reement between calcu·1ated values and eX~Jerimental 
results is relatively u;ood, althouL;h the calculated 
curves do not ciave tne curvature of those obtained 
.experimentally. Otner met.1ods 1·1t.:::_·e t:ried to ir.i'.)rove 
the agreement between the two sets of cur~es, such as 
cons\dering the effect of the adjacent wall, but the 
best results are ·t:wse ,.1f Pi;__;ure 12A. 
If equation 3-2.5 is u.sed with tne do.ta of Fic;ure 
12A, to calcuJ3.te tne 9roducLiun oi' yortie:ity term 
it is found t,mt t'i1e re:mlt is a :_;ro~;J of numoers :1~tvinG no 
12B is read to ubtain values for use in equation 3-2.5, 
the same result is ootal11ed., dii'ferin.:., from the l'·.;'....iular 
9attern obtained by Brundrett (9). Since -Brundrett used 
2. finite difference techni<1ue to calcul8. te tne )roducticm 
·of vorticity for a square ·duct, a method such as that 
dascribed above ~hould work. However, since the use of 




it appears that eq_ua tion 3-2. 5 can only be used with 
the actual experimental results, Obviously, i~ Jlots 
of the ex;ierimen~al measurements ca1mot be read accur-
ately enough to obtain acce9table results ftom 3-2.5) 
then neitner are the approximations from Laufer's cor-
rela·cions suf'ficie-ntly 2.c·cura te i'o-r use in eq_ua tion 
3-2.5. iirien Laufer's correla·~icns .:e.tt used. in equation 
}-2.3 for i::he eccem;;ric [urnulus, to.e same t.:,')e of re·sult, 
random-sicned nurn b ers, H2. s :j ·ot:::.ined. 
~1.·.·0111 i:n· e ,.ir·ev1·0·.u~ d1' ~Cll~~·ir~1 "_·_+ r ~,~, I' 0 --, ~ 
.I. • V _ ~ - -- vl.J V •-~~.:JCu. U l,[!e,;_
l, ti1e 
it1ental deter;:illD .. uion CJ.i' u~e v'·; 2.nd \,
1
-: uistri:m-cicns. 
Once these distributions 
·1' · r ',' .,.,_ C' 0 · .··, ]_ '.: ·,, •". r• , C O --l' •' ' 
• - \.J - '- • .., l:, \.) 11 \.J.. L • .;.. ,./ 
ocity discribution. 
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THE INADEQUACY Ol!"' WALL SIMILARITY RELA'.I'IONS FO~ 
OBTAINING COVJ:>LETB SECQl,JDAHY VELOCI'rY DI3TlUJJU'rIONS 
·rhe wall similarity rel;:; dons, altLuu;_;l.1 useful for 
;:ireu.ictinL~ axia,l vi.;locl ty di_:,;"tri buticms, ;_;_re limited. in 
;;ecundJ. ... :J f'.low sLudies. 'i'hes.c relb.i.J.ons, wi1ie:n u.re 
valid l'or small vulU8S of y~'r (y1r<. 50), can Ve ex vended 
tl1e turbulent intensity distri bu ti ans. do1-1cve ,·, these 
resul t~:3 ;:,.re nr.:,t ~~c1::tL' i.;c G.d .n_)1 i.;'.., :i. 11t:- cur ·ect solutions 
to the :-;eccJrd derivr.1 .. tives Tec:t;i1'ed :i.n c: lcul· tin.~ the 
cl i st r i ·but i '., 11 s. 
u:.~ed -~o 1'ind o.. c•.J::.·ilr;.tc r;l:CCJ:l. L· .. ·1,;J:y:i c:; uistributiuri, 
Jince tt1e wall siI11il2.:ci tJ 1.·e.L:. 1.,L;ns 1;;.;.n lie 1.i~:cd Ln e2,1--
culatin~ the secondo.ry flow I'.ld.:_;11i:c'udes a11d tlircctions in 
the re.~ion nes.r a \mll, tl1e l"lu1·T ,,at ~en1 ar:.:und t.nc com-
plete ;ierirneter of t,ic duct co.n be deter ... ined. }'ram 
this purtinl flow tiattern tlrn com!)lL: te secondary stream-
J.)attern in 'tl1e duct C8.n be deduced. Of course, a 
of this type would e.ssume the sirn:,lest flow r,attern 
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in the center of the duct, whereas a complicated 
secondary velocity distribution might exist. The 
accuracy of an assumed secondary flow pattern can 
often be quickly c"hecked by axial velocity me~surements, 
when the secondary flows are strong enough to pro.duce 
distortiuns· in the axlal velocity isotachs. 
'l'he wall similarity relations have shown that: 
1. secondary flows will exist in regions in wnich 
there is a wall shear stress gradient. 
2. the secondary flow )c.'-ttern for an eccentric 
annulus is proba-oly similar to that shown in 
:B'igure 10. 
3, the efiect of eccentricity in :an eccentric 
annulus is to inc .:'.·ease tl1e ma,:;ni tudes of the 
secondary velocities but not to change the shape 
of the secondary flow pattern. 
4. the effec~ of Reynolds number is to cause the 
secondary flows to penetrate dee}er into ·thB 
corners as Reynolds number increases. 
To obtain a complete soiution of the axial vorticity 
equ2.tion requires the me!:'.surernent of tl1e com_:J.onents of 
the Re1,?-olds ~tress tensor throughout the duct. To 
__ measure trie components of the Reynolds stress tensor 
;f r·equires more complicated equipment than is necessary 
,}1.; 
} . to measure the secondary velocities directly, However, 
·-38-
, by measuring both the Reynolds stress tensor and the 
secondary velocity distribution the axial vorticity 
eq_uation can be solved and the solution checked. It 
is suggested that this type of research be carried out 






THE DERIVATION OF THE AXIAL VORTICITY EQUATION 
; In studies of secondary flows, it is convenient 
to rewrite. the Navi~r-Stokes equations in the form of 
the axial vorticity equation. The axial vorticity 
eq_uation can be deriv~d in the following·manner. 
If the Navier-Stokes equations are written for. 
turbulent flo.w, with time averaged values, the following 





ii - mean component of velocity in the 
X direction 
-
:A? "" = 





W" - mean component of velocity in the z 
-
-J - kinematic viscosi~y 
-
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and terms with primes are com;)onents of the Reynolds 
··:r 
:,~!i. ~tress tensor. 
The continuity equa-tion for steady, incompressible, ·l ,,; 
turbulent flow is: 
A-1.4 
To eliminate the ~ressure terms in equations 
A-1.1,2,3 take the partj_al derivative uf A-1.2 with 
respec~ to z 
a?..-;;. 
-\-· - >/·---,:;.' \- ::iv:. ~;:; .)~A]" 
.JM _};:;;. ~:~ 
--
U. .. + "' 
+- +- I.Ar 
;)'t-;it ~ )<. :\ 't: dr 6 )<. ,) '}il 'c 
,')~ ::> 'I 
;) ,= "2. 





d~ .'lr I" J'l)'.2; ~lJ'2: 
d 'r:~ 
A-1.5 
Take the vartial of A-1.3 with res)ect toy 
cl "2. v:,.. 
'::i2w- J"iA_ :)w= ';{· v.r J7..-
-
.+ lA. - +- J M :) t,.;: 
:) ':} )t + - + 
/v -\- \,\..r 
\.AT"" 
d't -d)( ~ 1 d y.. ::) "J-1. ,) "tr ~-'t d1~'2: 
+- ~~ c)c;;. -
-
-
d'<f a =c 
A-1.6 
A ... 1.5 from A-1.6 
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A-1.7 







Y\.. -::: ~ \A. - ~ u.:r 
-. - ) 
~ =t:. d )< A-1.8 
then 
'fl. = d\k. -. ~ \Iv 
6-'c 2))() 
A-1.9 
The derivatives of. s are: 
d! d-i.w: ;;i'?_,v-
-, 
dt a1 ~t 'a"t J-t 
A-1.10 




a x d~bt d)( d"r 
A-1.11 









_ ·;/ -;::;. J 3 Ar ~ 3 ;:; 
-- -
'a'X-:Z.Ji; cii<.d'?: ~'C'.3 
A-1.14 
S~bstituting A-1.10-14 into A-1.7 and rearranging 
div· ( d~ + dw-)+ c)"G:: :)u;:: - ~\A. J~ 
d~ ;.)"J d=i: ,;\"} d'Y- ~ ~ 
i 
- -0 v ?- ~ + ';) ,__ c~ Ar I) + d 7- ( ~,) + J.. c ~-;-w- ') 
d)\J~ ;;i"j~'c a-i:-2. 
A-1.15 
. J, ?> u.. i) \A 
Using equation A-1.~ and adding and subtracting d~ d't 









!· ! ), ~ 
. ff! 




Substituting in A-1.16 the definitions of vorticity and 
rearrang:1,ng 
d! 
-\- J1 d! ~! d IA. lA.. :I- ;;. ---'-- ~ +: Y\. d \A. + d°ik ;it + \Ar - '5 
~x 
- dX ~ 't <l :z: 0~ d-c 
A-1.17 
( In a similar manner the followi~e two equations can be 
,_. 
obtained 
~ +- lA. ~~l 
J t ;\ )(_ 
'2 . . ":t 
'.... --) ~-. ( -2.) . d -c--·-C-) 




Restricting to steady flow which is fully developed 
in the x-direction ( axial direction for annular flow), 






these assumptions, equat.ion A-1.17 becomes 
+ \Ar 
d..,_ (·-· -) :/ ·-) /- (-, ) + -··- . ,v-1'_ l,\;rl'l. - - (/IJIW-1 + -· f<J" w-1 
~ J=t:, il1'l. Ji::'-
') . 
The first two terms on the right hand si.de of .A-1. 20 
can be written as 
But 
Equation A-1.21 becomes 
Equatio)'.l A-1.20 is now 
/'V ~ s - cl I , "z ~ + ~-- ( .~,1. --:-;-2.) 
- + W- --- =: V V ;::, - ,v - LIT 
~"t d'i: J'JJ~ 






















equation. The effects of the various terms in the 
equation are as follows: 
The terms 
1v J! + lAr c)1. 
a~ d~ 
cause the convection of the vorticity by the secondary 
flows themselves. Thus the vorticity tends to be con-
stant along the secondary flow streamlines. The term 
causes dif'fus1on of vorticity by weans of viscosity. 
This term tends to 9roduce ~ uniform vorticity field 
in the duct cross-section by diffusing it from regions 
of hi~h intensity to regions of low int~ngity. The 
terms 
describe the )roduction of vortici tyo It is these t.erms, 
the vort1city generators, which are ·missJrig from the 
equation for laminar flow, indicating ·that secondary 
currents will only occur in turbulent flows •. 
When using the axial vorticity equation in finite 
ditference.pro~rams, the velocities are usually eliminated 
by introducing the stream function defined by 
w- = ll 
d~ 
A-1.24 









·f .. :, 
~1\1 ·di 
d"J' d 'c 
.o v1. ! + L 
a1 d~ 
A-1.25 
Both equation A-1.23 and equation A-1.25 were used 
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A-2. DERIVATION OF AN EQUATION TO CALCULATE SECONDARY 
VELOCITIES FROM 11 LAW OF '.rtlE W.A,LL 11 RELATIONS 
By using wall similarity relations, it 
can be shown 
that the s~condary velocities 
wall dependent nea_r a are 
upon the wall ·shear stress gradient. 
'.Co do this, con-
sider the axial vorticity· equation for steady, fully 
developed, turbulent flow, as derived in Ap)endix A~l. 
(A-1.23) 
'rhe "Law of the ~·T~ll 11 relations for the mean value 




-= wall shear stress. 
Laufer (15) has shown that similar· relations can 
be used for the RES .values of the ·turbulent f1uctuations. 
} Us int,;. Laufer' s wall similarity reJa tions, the term 
;J a1- r- -) y! '-- \_N"''- - w-'-i 
~· ~1)~ 
can be evaluated. Let 
y::::. distance normal to the wall 
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z = distance along wall 
Consider the ~ term. 
where· 
;;, being the RMS value of the turbulent fluctuation. 
A-2.1 
But u,f is riot a function of y by its definition. Therefore,
 
J \).. lf.7. 
=: 0 A-2. 3 
Also 
A-2.4 
sinc.e "1' ~ -
Equation A-2.2 becomes 
A-2.5 
Taking the z derivative and using the 
chain rule 
~"2. (-1-) - '1¥: 7- ~\J....'K<. cl f\j .. "2. . ~3 ( !::') 3 \}... \A. J ~~ "'' .. - - + 




Usinc the relations: 
d ( d I\, * <.) -
-~ "? -~ 2 - c) ~ * . d "} ii 
and 
eq_ua tion A-2. 8 can be rewritt.en as 
+ 3 I\J 'I(. ~ I\J ~- ) 
" ->j( . C).'t 
A similar expression is obtained for the 








Note that in equation A-2.11 the bracket is multi-
plied by 
and since 
the quantity in the bracket.sis multiplied by the t
rans-
verse wall shear stress gradie·nt, and therefore., th
e 
secondary velocities are· dependent on this cradient
.~ 
If the fol101;1ing assum,rtions are made:· 
(a). at the boundary y = 0 
( b) • 
(c). 
/1.r = 2J /\T' ::. 0 
d 't 
and near tne wall i is small so th~t in the 
axi.al vorticity equation the term 
is negligible. 
is small mare~ng 
ds 
w- d'l: negligible. 
-· d2.~ is the must important viscous term. 
d't'l. 
( d). the tur.bulent shear stre.ss terms involving 
v'w 1 can be neglected. (This last assumption 
was shown to. be valid by B.rundrett ( 9) through 
measurements made in square ducts.) 
the axial vorticity equation reduces to 
~').. ( ·-) ,_ :;) - . d ur = ._l__ ( w-i'- - /\T'l-z.) 






Equation A-2.12 can be integrated from y=O to y=.y 
(assuming w' and v' are zero at the wall) to obtain 
J :'I(~}= 1. ( ur;i- ~·)+Ju~ c~)L= o A-2.13 
Integrating again over the same limits 
.;) 'uc - p ~ ( ='' - ~·) j"' + .;) u.Jt-:=)J '! 
, .. 
d"t Jo a-t O l'J ~ . ,-0 
A-:-2.14 
A-2.15 
Assuminc; there a1'e no sec·u:d:..~r;:,r 1.·1ows at the wall, w and-
its derivatives a1:e zero at y= o. Equation A.;..2.15 becor:1es 
A-2.16 
It was shown previously t\la t tt1e intensity term can 
be written in terms of the Hall similarity variables as 
d c·-1. -. 1.) 2) r .._2. 'lf,2. .. 1.) 
- v.,-1 _ N""I =. - 1..,1.Ai u._ - /'v -°if (A.'i! 
cli- iH · 
A-2.17 
. ) 'p]" * =· f?---








carrying out the differentiation on the right side 
Sine e "'i '*'~ "'f. (,(. 'It and 
-a 
= 
-w 2.. I IA. = "So d' f 
A-2.18 
A-2.19 
f,: Laufer ( 15) plotted v~,. and w* vs y·:r from measurements 
made in round pipe. This plot 'is sho,m in J!'igure 3, on 
which data are plotted for two lieynolds numbers. 
The data from Figure 3 c~n be used to evaluate the 
function F, ( y*). If equation A-2.19 is substi.tuted into 
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i 
'··-~-! .,._ ~-,, •"} '" ,.•,:·'/,,t ·>:: __ ; ). 
A-2.16, and the variable of integration is changed from 
y to yir, an eq_ua tion for the secondary velocity component 
parallel to the wall is obtained • 
.=Q__ ~ ·( 1' 0 ~. ) r 1 '* [ r 1 ~ '* . • 1 J . *' 




'l.'he da tu of Ficure 3 wei·e .,.,ra1.1i1icc llJ i:1tecra ted twice 
:::ccordint:; to equ2tion A..,2.~0 to ficd F.2,(y~:-), wi1ich is 
:_.!lotted in Pi,_;ure 4. .Al::;0 1lotLed in it1i~ure 4 is 
between tne two plots arises out uf 8TTlJl'S in read.ini,:; 
Lauf'er' s data, t-ne eri·ors oeit(_., cnmulative ciS y-:, increnses. 
Since neither ~o nor its J.erivatives chances with y, the 
w velocity distribution alo11c; a :_yertJendicular to the wall 
will be· directly pro~orti0n~l to F.2,(Y*) (see equation 
A-2.21). 
It should be noted that the QSsumptions made in the 
previous development have forced the slo~rn of F,. (y{~) to 
go to zero at the wall. Al though this may not actually 
be the case, the error in F~ (y-ii-) is small and is in a 
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region where it is negligible in succeeding calculations. 1 
If the wall shear gradient is. known, by using equation 
A-2.21 and 1'1igure 4, the velocity parallel to the wall c.an 
be calculated f'or any ;win t in tlle duct:~ for wnich y·'tl- is 
less than 50. The value of 50 was selected because it 
was felt tnat for values of y~-. 3reoter tn2.n 50 the wall 
similarity relations w~re of q_uestionable validity. 1i.lso, 
beyond a~~ of 50, Laufer~s ~a~a and. tte interpretation 
thereof becowe hi~hly inaccurate. 
As was noted before, to calcula.te the ma;:;nitude of 
the seccndary velocities .it is _necessary to tnow the wall 
shear stres:=; crc:dicnt.. i~ rr:er.-ns of calculating the wall 
shear stres~ tr2dient is civen in Appendix A-3. 
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A-3. THE CALCULA'rION OF THE WALL SHEAR S'rRESS 
DI0TRIBUTION FOR AU ECCEllTRlC Mam1us 
As was shown in Appendix A-2, to calculate secondary 
velocities using wall similarity relations, it is ;nec-
essary to know the W9-1l sr..ear ~tress distribution in the 
annulus, in order th2.t the Gradient of the wall shear 
stress rni;;ht be evaluated and used in equation A-2.21. 
The wall shear stress distrilmtions for both the core and 
the shell of the 2.nnulus 1';0re calci..;.latcd in Lie :following 
manner, where all distances refer to Figure 5. 
Core stress distribution. In ?iJure 5AJ circle O' 
is the anrlul.us core and circle O' ' is the maximum velo~i ty 
locus (16), which have centers at A and C, respectively. 
!f AE and AE' are two radii of tie core se)arated ~ya 
small anble &8, then these two radii extended enclose a 
section of the annulus BE'B'.d. Since B'B is J,Jart of tile 
maximum ve1ocity locus, the velocity 5raclient across B'B 
is zero, hence, the shear stress alon~ B'B is also zero. 
If 69 is small, so that E'E' and EB are only a small 
distance apart, it can b~ assu~ed that the shear stress 
along E'B' is equal in magnitude to that along EB, but 
of opposite sign. Therefore, the two terms cancel each 
other out. If a force balance is now made· on the element 
of area EE'B'B, it is seen that the pressure force on 


















arc EE 1 • 
where 
The following equation. r.esul ts: 
'1 \_ - J.fl " 
0 c; - Jy.. r'I 
A= area of EE' B"B 
!.= wall shear. stress 
Jp ::.pressure drop }er unit axial length 
,h 
If angle 8 is given, by the law of cosines 
. 2 ~ ~ 
·(CB) = (AB) + (CA) - 2(AJ3) (CA) cos(e) 
A-3.1 
A-3.2 
sine e CB ( the radius of tlie r.,2.ximum velocity ·1ocus ( 16)) 
and CA (the separation of the maximum velocity locus and 
core center9 ) are known, equation .A-3.2 can be solved for 
AB 
.AB - 2 (CA;) UXl.. 8 ! j 'i (CA)"~ e - Y ((CA)"- (cs)'-) 
2 
.A-3.3 
Since CB must .be greater ti:ian CA by the geometry of the 
system, the square root term is larr;er tilan 2(CA)cos(8) 
and the positive square root Dust be used in oraer that· 
AB will be positive. 
Then 
Knowing AB, BD and AD may be found from 
BD = ABsin(e) 
AD = AB cos ( 8) 





























































and angle ~. may be found from 
~ = arct~n{BD/OD) 
.. :--< ·,:, .... -·· 
The areas of the two circle sectors are then 
BOG = )r ( CB)" ~ _ 
2A 










From equations li.-:5.8-10, the area of the annulus formed 
by the core, the maxirnu;1 velocity locus, the line of 
symmetry.AG, and a core radius is 
BGFE = BOG + BAC - EAF :::: area( N) A-3.11 
The area between two adjacent radii is the difference 
between thetr corres):Ji::iell.11~ ·m.11,(::S. oi" arua(N) 
~A= area(U) - area(N-1) A-3.12 
iquation A-3.12 can be comoined wlth equation A-3.1 to 
give 
~o ( R. A D \ t 8 =- ,dl p 6 /:, 
c . · Col'\ E } 'I, A-3.13 
wher~ '!0 is· the wall shec::,.r. stress at tt1e midpoint of the 
arc of the core bein~ considered. 
Equation A- 3.13 was the equation \fllic11 was used in 
calculating the wall sr1ear stress distri.bµtion for the 
core. From this distribution the Hall sher.r stress 
gradient was· found, which was used in calculating the 
secondary velocity w. Plots of the wall shear stress 
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shell and 2 inch core are shown in Figure 6A. 
Shell wall she,J.r str~_ss distribution. Equation 
A-3 .1 can also be ap [Jlied to the s~1ell, ':rhere the area 
is calculated in a sorouwhat analogous manaer to that 
used for tne core. Consider Figure 5B. The following 
quantities are knovm: 
CE - maximum velocitJ ratius 
AB - s~ell r~dius 
AC - center se~Jar2.tlon 
Dy selectin~ ewe c~n find JD und AD from 
I3D = AJ :-::ln( 8) 
AD= J:..13 cos( 8) 
Since CD= CA+ AD 
the anc..:;le ~ i.s f 01.rnd :i:'rom 
~- - arctan(~D/CD) 
ihe areas in Fi~ure 5~ are 6 ivJn by 
1, 
BAG = (A:d) 8/2 
~CF :: ( CEt ~/2 
BOA= (CA)(BD)/2 
The annular area is 
area( N) = BAG + BOA - ECF 
and the area between two radii is acain 
I). A= area(lt) - area(N-1) 







































It should be noted that the above development is 
valid for values of theta between O and)'(, so that the 
c ornplete ':{all stress distribution can be o btain.ed using 
equations A-3.13 and A-3.23. 
The wall stress distributions for various eccentri-
cities are plotted in Fi:ure 6B for an annulus with a 2 
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A-4. DERIVATION OF EQUATIONS FOR CHANGIHG FROM RECTAHGULAR 
CARTESIAN OOORDL~A·rEs TO :SI-POLAR COORDINATES 
When working with Hie axial vorticity equation A-1.23 
as applied to the eccentric annulus, it is found that to 
use tae· boundary conditions to best advantage, the rec-
tangular: _cartesian coordinates SllOUld be cnan6ed to bi-
polar coordinates (17). To do this, exJressions for 
must be found ·ih ternis of tt~e ne1, variables 'Y\. and s . 
e., e; 
Pigure A-4.1 
Any point P in the y-z plane can be locat·ed as sho"l'm 
in Figure A-4.1, where a is some fixed distance for the 
system being considered~ Let two variables be defined by 
A-4.1 
The point P can be loqated by the orthoEonal inter~ection 
of two circles. One of the circles, along which Y\.. is 
constant, has its center on the z~axis at a distance 
.CV\;:: a coth('t'l..) A-4.2· 
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' : ' 
while its radius is given by 
r't'\. = a csch(V\.) A-4.3 
The other circle, along ~hich J is constant, has its 
center on the y-axis at a distance 
C -s - a Cot ( S ) 
its radius is eiven by 
r -! - a cs.c( :s ) 
A-:.4. 4 
A-4.5 
(All ~=constant ·ci:rcll;s _Juss t11rouc;h tne ,joints (a,O) 
and (-a, 0). ) The c ou-rcl,1n2c tes in t:1e rec ta ,Ji_;ular cart esian-
system are tel&ced to~ and 1 by 
z = ( a s i nh ( n_ ) ) / ( c o sh ( Y\_ ) - c o s ( 1 ) ) 
y::: (a sin( 1 ) )/(cash( Y\._) - cos( 1 ) ) 
A-4.6 
A-4.7 
As can now be seen, .b:,r usiil;; bi-polar courdina tes, the 
boundo.ri es, ti1[: t is, the c orE:: and shell walls of tl1e 
annulus, can oe described ·by n.-= constant circles. 
1he equatiurt of rin Y\_ circle is 
( Z ~ a CO th ( Y\._ ) f" + y 7- = a 2. CS C h2 ( Y\.. ) 
and of a 1 circle 
zz.+ (y - a c_ot( s )/= a;i.c_sc:z,( :S) 
A-4.B(a) 
A-4.q(b) 
Using equations A-4.6-G, the coordinates of· tne axial 
vorticity equation can be changed in the following manner. 
If it is desir~d to find a ~artial derivative such as 
.J F 
d't 
where F = F(y,z), since y is a function of Y\_ ands , the 
























































.,: ~"• ,.",.•!.., ... ; ,;,, '·~ ~.' •.,.:_,_ ~- .• :, ..... ~:',-;_,~'·. 
by means or the chain rule 
A-4.9 
To eliminate the ue1·i va ti ves of' "'-- and s with respect 
to y, consider th·e eq_ua tion far a constant 5 circle 




lteplacinc y ::.·.HG. z b~' ::c:· :ts o:t" cquatic~1s A-4. 6 and 7, 
A-4.11 
?.. • 'C 
- - G\..; A).Jv\. =, 
:A-4.12 
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In the same manner, it can be shown that 
A-4.13(a) 







From equations A-4.14,15 it is seen that first dGrivatives 
with res)ect toy and z c:::n be rewritten in :terms of Y\... 2nd 
s as 
A-4.16 
~F_ ::)n_ + ~E ~ 1, 




cl 1 'l. 












j ' i, I 
I j, ! 
.. ,, .. ;:_ .. ,:. 
Using eq~atipns A-4.14-17 in A-4.18, taki~g the deriv-




































. ) .::?i'"F 
+ 2-~ '<\. '--<XL s - I - .. 
. .) Y\. J '!, A-4.21 
for two dimensions in bi-':)olB.r c ·::iotdL1a t es. 
A-4.22 
3quations .b.-4.14, 15, 19, 20, 21, 22 can be used to t:t2.nsform 
all the ten1s of tl-1e axial vorticity eq_uatioh into bi-
polar coordino.tes. lhe manner in H:1ic'.1 t'.1is was done is 
described in section 3. 
.,6 
-o -
• •"' -~. • ,., r ~ ,,. a•. ' '•' ·• ' 
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A-5-1. PROGRAM :B10R CALCULATING SECCNDARY VELOCITIES 
FROM WALL SUIILkrt.ITY :tELAlIOHS 
Definitions of terms used in Qrogram. 
RC = radius of core 
11.S radius of" shell 
RE - radius of maximuri1 ve1oci ty locus 
. " ' 
OOSHNO = ·cosll( ns 11 E,L) 
SINHNO = sinh( n.sl+ELL) 
Cl = point on z-axis ;,;,~r·J1J.)1 'ril1ich a.11 !, ciTc1E::s mss 
SINHHI = sinh( YLconi 
COSH?I .= cosh(n.con1o ) 
-CEO = location of sriell c l,;n tL:r 
OEI - location of cure c;:;ll-C8r 
OE = locati"on of m2,xi_um1 VL;ll;cit/ "locus C..;,1ter 
C = -se.tmrati,.111 uf cern;ei:t:; uf core anci u::J.x:i.uuu veluot ty 
locus 
CS:M ::: se :mratiun of e:e11c,ers cf ;.;,.811 a:~.~ ,.<~:.cLr .. urt velocity 
locus 
·N = number of an~le divisions of e 
THETA= 9 
THETAI = D,. e 
TOSUN = l. '"So c.oY\E 
TS SUM -: .l.. "So S.l!ELL 
'fOAREA:: l. AREA c..o"e. 
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'······"c,,.·.,.,..,.,·, i,-i, •"""• 
TSAREA = L A11EA s 11 ELL 
H ::: BD in l!1igure 5A 
HL =· AD 1n Figure 5A 
HS = BD 1n :b1 igure 5B 
HLS = AD in Figure 5B 
C t. 
D z: .AC in .l!'ir;ure 5A 
' ' 
DS = ).-0 in }'ir;ure 5B 
PHI= ~ 
AT = area of tr1a;:~~le idC in E'i:J.J.Te 5A 
A1'S = area of tria.1:_,le AJC iii ..:1'i,: _ :1.1.r:e 53 
AS= area of seccor of ·velocit~ locus in V 
Fic;ure 5A = .BCG 
ASO ~ area of sector of shell in Ficur~ 5B = BAG 
Ac·~ area ~f sect-0r uf cc:~ iu Fi~ure 5A = EAF 
ASCH = ar·ea of s·ector ~Ji' i,'.r..1.:x:i:i!Urn velocity 1ocus in 
Figure 5B = 20:3' 
TAUO = ~ 0 co11e 
TAUS - 'SO SIIELL 
USTAR = u* = ~ 
YX = per )Emdicul.s..r di.stance from tt1e wall 
GRAD :: wall shear str~ss cr2 .. liient 
YS :: Y* 
W = veloc'ity parallel to the wall 





















l I : 
.. ' 
; )[;,: 
.. , ....... _ .... , ... ,, '. ,·, . 
. ·'' . "• •, ... ,..;,~ ;! .:,-\·- ' .... ,, .. ,'-,, .. , 
sEOONDiRv VELOCITIES • FROM WALL SIMILARITY PAGE 1 
D 1 M E N S I O N J l ? 0 , 2 fl J , tA A x R l 1 ~ 1 I , TA LJ O [ :1 8.F.i J , T A lJ S ( 1 H '5 1 , F [ 6 0 l 
r:ALClJL,HTO~ OF SFC0~.111AAY V~Lnr.ITY UJ$1RtROrrrN 






--r AL Cl IL Al T Ch '1 F SY ST r ~., CC f,: ~-TA~:. TS 
RF:AD ~, kc, qS, -~ 
,., FORMAT r~Fq•,)i 
s =RC/Rs -H~-------- - ---
COS H NO= l ~1.+Sllt~[1,~si1tJ/~. 
c::: r K R N rJ = s n R n t Vi s r1 1\1 r * c n :: R ,1 c -1 • J 
Cl=RS•c:.J 1\h,'10 
S{f\JH~IJ :C1 /PC 




.. · ....... 
·. ~ 
~-...:.C...:.E_l_=...:.r..::.1_•...:.C_n_T_w_11.;...:.y __ - __ _..,.._ ____ -'-----------"-'----,/'---------·· 1 .)
 
T4t'IIH(1:C:l~~NC/G(S~t\JC h 
T A N H t : c: I ~ i-, "; I / C C S H 'i I ! ·: 
x ~ = o • 5. [ cc qr F r r 1 • - , Ai\ H 1 1 • l 1 • :+- r ,1 I'. Ho J J +.s (.., R 1 F t r .1. +TAN 1- 1: 1 • r 1 . ·- T A ~Ro J 1 1 
CO!:>HM= 1, / X K 
5 I NHt-=~OPH ( cu::-hM•COSh1'-::-r,T 




~ M: C j / C::: J ~11-_f_·, --~~--=-=c-r----~--.,-----~------'---------~ 
k EA o 2 c , 1 r [ I l , I = l1 • 5, l 
2~ FOFiMAT [7F10.1J 
riEAO 31, I\ 





... ~ .... ' 
··."·"I 
. ' j ] 
--------
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- ...... -~-- ..... _,.,. ... _ _...,..~ ....... ~-- .. . 
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SECONDARY VELOCITIES ~ FROM ~ALL SIMILARITY 






no an J = 1 , ~1 
THETA:THFTA+TH~T~l 
xr-11:r.OClF r f 1-Jf TA 1 
XM2:4.•C•r•XM1~x~1-4.•[C•C~R~.RM] 









I; S:: H l ~ • C ~ I" 





PH IS=~ .1111i:.:q 
SO TO A4 
5" iM<):H/11 
XM6S:l4S/nS 
PH!=~TAI\IF ( X~Aj 
PH 1 S : A ·r A ~, F r X tv1 'i 'i 1 
T F [ p HT}--~ 1 ; 61, 6 ;, 
6 1 µ H I : PH l + ~ , 1 4 1 r; 7 














. ~ AREA=A~EA·TCARtA . 
AREAS=ARFAS·TSARF.A 









































SECONDARY VELOCITIES .. 
\ 
FROM WALL SIMILARITY 
C 
READ 82, M, MP, MCORE, XlNC 
F"O MAT 3tc;, 
XP=MP ,. 
TH TA=QO./XN+1 O.• XP-
MPA:MP+1 




J [MCn E 99, 1, 
91 XMX:TAl10[I1•32,14174/r0.075•12•l 
_,.r,_..! ,., ' 
PAGE 3 
lJ s TAR= s QR Tr r x M X J - - " ---------,---..------------
-
X M 1:: COS Fl THETAS J 
XM?:d,•C•C•XM1•XM1-4.•[C•C•RM•RMJ 
l<M3:SQIHF [ X~t' J 
vx=rr2.•c•xP1+x~311,.~PcJ112. 
GRAD:[TAUCrJ+1l-TAUnr1-1J l•.XN/(24,*RC•3.14159J 
GO Tn j10 ---··------------------------------
99 xMX=rA1,sr1,.~2.174/ro.o75•12.1 
Li S 1 AR: SQRT F' ( )( M X 1 ------c-c,-----------------------------
X M :>:SIN Fr THETAS J 




X M Ii : n S • [1 c: + H S 1r H S 
vx=soPTF r Xt-161 
vx=rvx-R~l/1?, 
G R A D : f T A t J S r I + 1 l ~ T A ll c:; [ J -1 I ]. • X N / [ 2 4 , * R S • 3 • 1. 41 5 Q l 
11'] no 1?7 J=1,?.n 
X J: .I 
y L : )( ,J • V t NC ' 
YS='rL tlJSTAR/1., 6241::-4 
IF (YS•5C.] j15,115,1?R 
)r;; IF fYL·YXJ 1.:16,116,1?P 
16 NYSlJiR=YS ,, 
YSTAP=~Yc:;lAH 
YCOR:YS·YSTAR 
i:- co R = v r o R • r F r ,~ Y s TA H + i J - F l "Y ~ r A" 1 1 
F2=FrNYSTA~J+FCOk 
IF l~C~RPJ 124,1?2,12? 
t? W [ I< ,.) J : ( j , !i ? 4 E - 4 J • G R A r • F t I T A U (') [ I l * 4 4 , 
GO TO 1?1i 
24 W[K,JJ:[1,fl24F~4l•GRAD•F?./TAU!,;[l 1*144, 
2S YSD(l<,JJ::\'~ 
27 CONT H!lJE 
2A MAXR[t,:J"'1 




















) j I 














SECONDARY VELOCITIES • FROM WALL SIMILARITY 




D O 1 5 8 I ::: tJ, P A , t1. 
i<=l-MPA+? 
PRINT 1~h 
3~--RffiMAT [tH, . /I/Ill, 26~. 20HSEcoNnARY VPLCcrrri-:s, ///,
 
1 3,HPRESSU~E D~OP --- 0,U9[L8/~T*~r11vr, //) . 
PAGE 4 
~,Ox, 
. ·p RI NT 1 3 7, RC, RS~--·-- '---------------
------:----
37 FORMAT'15X, 1?.Hr:nRF R.AC'[l".1, 4X, 13HS~t:LL RAD(l~J, ~X:, 
1 1 2 H F c r. E "' 1 q 1 r, r r 'V , 1 1 , 1 s A , r i:; • 3 , · 1 2 x , r 5 • 3 , ;l 'I.. , ~ 1 o . :z. , 7 11 J 








OR i NT 1411 
FORMAT [?61, ??H~~Ln~TTIES ALO~G s~~LL, //l 
r.o rn 144 
14'' PRINT 14~-< 
. 4 i • F o R t-1 A ·r l ? 7 v. , :2 1 f-4 ·1 EL n r 1 T Jr: s A I n ,, G s u RF , ; ; J 
T 1-J ET A= r H q h + 1 R tl , / X r--.1 
PR J NT 1 4.,~, T Ht: f A ~- -- ---~·--
4 ,, F o r< ~ A. T l ~ 4 v. , -:; ,., T r1 f:: r A , , , ~ '? x. . F 7 .• 1 , . ; 1 1 1 , ? 1 'i. , 1 µ ,~ , 1 n ~ , 
t H v , l o x , 
1 i~y, .2x, i:;i-.ys·TA~, 11,fe:t:.;-6,~Ff/Sf::C, 'JX, 6t~FT./SFr:, 
--;x, 4HF'F.~T, Ill 
;?l 
,7Tu1 =u, 
r10 1t.;R ,J=l-.20 
X J :: j 
rF (MAYRrJ-11-JJ l~H,lJ0,15~ 
.i 5 :1 l F [ M A x F< l I + t l - J J .t ? I~ , 1 "i 1 , 1 'i :i. 
l? r 1 F ( MG() RI' J 1 ? 'i , 1:; , , 1 'J 2 
. ~~~--,-,,,,.---
,,-~-,--.,.,-,...,.--
,---,--,.-.,.----:--,-,.--,...-------- I .. 
1 5;; V : l W-f K + 1-;JT..:-;Jr'K": i -~:~ri· 1 / [ 2 , ~ ( h C / l 2 , + X 1 NG* X J l • ,L 1 4 11:, 9 / X t~ J • X l :\IC 
l; 0 f. ll 1? :1 





~ 5 I' 
1 7 n 
Y L = X .J-. t It C 
PRINT 115,, \,,;[l<,.jl, vrn·r, 
r Of< MA T .[ 1 5 l , 4 E 11 , ~ l 
r·o~TIN1'r 
r: o ~' T y /II : , r-
r- Rt l\J T 161 
F o h M A r· r :1 H 1 , ~ ~' i-: N I I l 
Cid L F '<IT 

































' J-·~,- ...... ··-· .. 
A-5-2. PROG:aAM FOR SOLVIN.G NAVIER-STOKES EQUATIONS 
BY FINITE DIFFERElJCES 
·Definitions of terms used in uro·,-ram • b 
ETAS = '<\. SHELL 
ETAC = Y\.. c.ol\ E 
RC ::. core radius 
GNU = kinematic viscosity 
Cl= point on z-axis throuth ~niCh all !=constant 
circles (mss 
EI NC ::. r::, Y\.. 
XINC= .b. 5 
SHC - Sinh('(\_c.oR(:) -
CHO= cosh.( 'flc:.o!\e ) 
SHS = sinh( Y\. SHIEL L) 
OHS= CQSh( YlsHG:1-J 
XI ·- 5 
ONEGA = w = axial vorticity 
.PSI = If = stream function 
SH = sinh( n. ) 
CH = cash( Y'i.. ) 
SN ::: sin( ! ) 
CS = cos( l ) 
GAM == GAM~;n ( see section 3) 


















OLUTION OF NlV[BR-STOKES EQUATiON BY FINITE ~iffeRei~~s 
DIMENSION OMEGA[20,20l, P 1[20,20 , GAMC20,20l 
DO 100 1•1.20 
DO 100 J:1,19,2 




READ 30, ETAS, ETAC, RC, GNU 
FORMAT [4E10.3l 
RE AD 6 Q , K A , K 8 R ... .., ,,~ -re 11\r-J 
-FORMAT [21~1 
c1=R~•fEXP~t~TACl•EXPF[•ETAC1112. 
El C:(F!TA •ETA, 1/1 • 
xtNC:3,141~/19. 
s H C: t E 'il PK [FT AC l .. EX P'f< r .. ET AC l l /?, 
CHC:[E~P~[FTACl+F-XP~r-ETAC]l/?, 
sHS:rE~P~[~TASl-EXP~[.ETAS]l/~. 
CHS=rE)t'P [r=TASl+EXPrr-FTASl 1/2, 





x 1 =x rnr.• DKJ-1, l 
cs=cos'i([ x I, 
AA=SHC•SHC+CS•CS·2.•CHC•CS•1. / 
0 Mt GA [ 1 , K J 1 : A A• [ 8 , • PS I[ 2 , K J l - P I [, , K-J l ·l • 14 4 • i [ C 1 *<~ 1 •'4 , • E I N • -I~ C 
AA=SMS•SHS+CS•CS-2.•CHS•CS+1. 
OMEGA[20,KJ1:AA•[8 •• PSJ[19~KJ,.ps[(18,KJ] l•144,/rC1•r1•4.•EJNC•EIN 
1 Cl 
r,QNTINIJF: 
----"'D..:a.0--==-3 O::.,...;O~H.;_=-'-'2-=-'-=-1_Q _-,-------'----------'---------,----------"-----. 1 
E=M=M 
ETA:ETAC-ETNC•[EM•1,l 
. SH : [ F. X PR, [ ET A 1 .. E )( P't t ~ET A l l l 2 , 
CH= [EXP~ [ET A 1 +EXP! [~ET_,;, l. l _/ 2 •. 





. s N = S TN~ [ X I l 
AA=SM•SH+C~•CS·2,•CH•C~~1. . 
v· P S I M , N l : ~ [ E I N C * F N C + X t N C * X I N C l l • ( X I N C * X l NC • t P S I t M + 1 , N l 
l+PSl[M•1,~ll+EINC•EINC•tPS1[M,N+1 +PSitM,N•1Jl•EINC•EINC•X NC•XINC 
•C1•C •OMEGArM,Nl/[. A•144,1] ./ 
OMl=AA•0.25/[ElNC•XINC]•[ tPSI [M+1,N] .. PS1 (M·1,NJ l•[eMEGA[M,N•1l•oME 
1GA[M,N•1l )•[PSI [M,N+1]•PS1 [M,N"'1l l*[QMEGA[M+1,N-]-O~EGA[M-1•Nl] J. 
0 M 2 : GNU • A A • [ r OM E GA [ M + 1 , N l + 0 MEG A [ M·e 1 , N J l / · C E I NC • E J NC: 1 + 
·' .... ~ 
:I 
,. 






··. "I ' 1 
n M N + + 0 A . N " ] 1 / I N * X N l ,,1~~1 
OMEGA[M,Nl~EfNC•ElN~•XINC•XINt•o.5•[-0M1+0M2~GAMrM,N]J/ 1 
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: •. , ,, ~ ·4 · 1 , ,1 .i I r 1 1 :' 
r r \: t ·', ! 1 t 
• .• I ! • i 
, I 
. •· 
l f I {. '.'" 
.; . ,: I I t -.' i 
. ,/ i. .. 
r r. , ,, I - 1 • ,· •· 
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.. ,, . 
·-·~ 
t I 
• • I I ... 
•Ir i-' _ .1 f \/ r, : 1 I : 
' .• u •: 1 ' '.• ''l' 
• : I •' ·~ l .. 
- I 
I .• 
l I. ' 
,. I . ,_. 
. i • - f 
, • 1,. 1 .. 1 ~ , 1 
'I , 11 
·,:, .,;',';,.,,:·,., .. ,,i ,,'·• 
TE P GE 
O FORMAT[1H1, 561-lSOLUTION 
!ENCE , 10X 4HRUN•, I3, 
?NTAL C~OROiN~TEaETA, /, 
~ 11, 11x, 105H1,256o 
OF NAVIER•STOKES EQUATION ev rINITE DIFrER 
5X, HPAGE 1, Ill, 5·0MEGA, 25X, 25MMORIZO 
4 1,1676 1,1499 
00 71 MA:2,19 
XMA:MA 
XMI=XINC•[XMA~1,J 
4H Psr, 26X, 22HVERTJCAL ~~ORDINATE•XI, 
1,2383 1,2206 1.2029 1,1853 
1,1322 1,1145 1.0968, ///J 
P R I N T 7 2 , X M T , [ 0 M E G A [ M 13 ,. M A 1 , M 8 : 1 , 1 O J 
2 fORMAT [F'7.4, 10F11.3] 
PRINT 73, rPSI[MC,MA], MC:1,101 
:~ F OR M A T t 7 X , 10 E 11. 3 , / /J 
1 r:ONTTNIJF. 
2 
PR l NT 74, _K X __ --------------------------c--=--=------
4 FORMATr1H1, ~6HS0LUTtON OF NAVIER~STOKES EQUATION 8Y FINITE DIFFER 
1 E N C E S , 1 0 X , 4 H R U N : , t 3 ; ? X , 6-H P A G E 2 , / / / , 5 H O M E G A , 2 5 )C , 2 5 H 1-1 0 R t Z 0 
?NTAL cnORDTNATF:ETA,-/, 4~ PST• 26X, 22HV~RTTCAL C~ORDJNATE=XI, 
3 11, 11x, 105H1.o79, 1.0,..,15 1.0430 1.0261 1~ooe4 
4 0,9907 0,9731 0,9554 0,9377 0.9200, ///J 
D O 7_5 ~ D = 2 , 1 9 
xMA:~n 
X~l=XI~C+[XMA~1.l 
PRl~ir 76,-·)l'-~J, ·r-OMEr,A[~E~-~-11]·; ME:11,201 
A_f_ORMAT [F'7,4, 10E11,3! 
PRINT 77, rPSI[HF,Mnl', t,'if:11,201 
7 FORMAT __ l7X, 10~11.}_~ _ _L{] ___________ ------------,---------'-----'---'---
~ CONT I Nl!E 
r CONTYNU_E 
D O A O n ·y = :, , 1 9 
_ro ono J:1,i9,2 
K.=,J+1 
PUNCH 60, 0"4EGArl,J1, PSl[_J,Jl• __ GAM[J,JJ, 0MEGA['J,J+1l, PS1[I,J+1] 
1, IJAMf(;J~11;-·L J, K 
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1 .) ' ISOTACHS FOR TURBULENT FLOW 
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FIGURE 18 · 
ISOTACHS FOR TURBULENT FLOW 
IN NON-CIRCULAR DUCTS (2) 
-77-
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PROPOSED SECONOARJY STREAMLINES 
FOR NON-CIRCULAR DU:C r·s (2) · 
-78-
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FIGURE 10 
PROPOSED SECONDARY VELOCITY 
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Table I. SECONDARY VELOCITIES FROM WALL SHULARITY 
w velocity parallel to the wall 
velocity perpendicular to the wall V 
y = perpendicular distan'Ce to the wall 
YSTAR = y,r = I'} IA:• 
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